Legal and Educational Activity in Lithuania before the Foundation of the Academy of Vilnius
The Academy of Vilnius was the first higher education establishment within the territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Its foundation dates back to the 16 th century, which is often referred to in historiography as the "Golden Age" of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The Academy of Vilnius was established in the times of civilisation and economic boom in the lands belonging to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and coincided with the aspirations of its citizens to standardize and rationalize the law 1 . Thus, the second higher education establishment (after the Jagiellonian University) was set up in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, having influence on the intellectual life of the entire country; a major centre of cultural and academic life of Vilnius, the entire Lithuania and even the neighbouring countries; a bridge connecting the country with other countries of both Eastern and Northern Europe 2 .
The establishment of the Academy of Vilnius was connected with the development of the educational system within the territories of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The Jesuit school and Jesuits themselves 3 undeniably played crucial role for the future Vilnius University. Until the arrival of Jesuits in Lithuania, neither Vilnius nor the entire country had a higher education establishment 4 . 1 obligations at the royal court 10 , as well as by his holding of an ecclesiastical office 11 . T. Fijałkowski was of the opinion that the Doctor's relocation to Vilnius resulted from his appointment to perform the function of the royal court assessor 12 . Moroz was also known -not only for his contribution to posterity -but for his poetic work and his epitaphs gained recognition of the contemporary. However, at the core of his activity lay law. His academic output and practice as a lawyer constitutes proof that the tradition of Roman law in Vilnius is older than the University 13 .
It was in Vilnius, that Pedro Ruiz de Moroz wrote his Decisiones, one of the greatest classical works of the 'old' Poland 14 . It was the result of his judicial practice, studies and theoretical deliberations. Decisiones contains in its wording five judicial orders, analysed in detail and provided with precise comment. Thus, it serves as a gloss to the activity of the assessor court in Vilnius, in which Pedro Ruiz de Moroz had a seat 15 18 . Pedro Ruiz de Moroz was also an efficient organizer and reformer of education. He reformed the educational system in the school at John the Baptist Church in Vilnius, which he elevated into an "Academy" 19 . Moreover, he elaborated the collection of rights and privileges of the cathedral church in Miedniki. As the archpriest of St. John's Church, he reformed the parish school introducing thereto teachings on Roman law, the Statute of Lithuania and Greek 20 . The aforementioned school of law probably existed until 1570, that is, until the first Jesuit gymnasium was founded 21 . Moroz carried out educational activity, holding lectures on Roman law in the cathedral school of Vilnius. As there are no sources available, we are unable to list the textbooks used by him. Presumably, in his classes he passed practical knowledge in the manner presented in Decisiones. It is owing to the activity of this renowned academic and lawyer that the elements of Roman law had been taught in Vilnius even before the foundation of a school of higher education. Through his activity, Pedro Ruiz 
Foundation of Academia et Universitas Vilnensis
Academia et Universitas Vilnensis was not built from scratch but created as a result of transformation of a Jesuit college 28 . Until the time of its transformation into the Vilnius Academy, the Jesuit college had existed for almost nine years and laid the foundations for the future university 29 .
The Jesuit school was granted the rights of a university pursuant to the privilege issued by King Stephen Báthory on and by a resolution of the Sejm adopted in 1585 31 . There is a difference between the wording of the royal privilege and the papal bull, which had a significant impact on the structure of the Academy of Vilnius. The royal foundation act provided for the existence of the following faculties: philosophy with the chairs of metaphysics, logics, ethics, mathematics, history and geography, canons and theology. It is beyond doubt that the latter was considered a priority. Within the scope of the faculty of theology, lectures were to be held on moral and dogmatic theology, the Holy Bible -the Old and the New Testament, case law and the history of the Church 32 . Therefore, the structure of the Academy of Vilnius could correspond to the customarily adopted organizational structure of Jesuit higher education establishments, within which there were only three faculties 33 . But such argument is not convincing, as the reasons for shaping such organizational structure of an academy/university are unknown.
There is no doubt that the royal foundation act did not stipulate the possibility to introduce law and medicine into the Academy of Vilnius. "(...) in Collegia Vilnensi non in Iure Civili, sed in Artibus et Philosophia ae Theologia promotiones (...) faciendae" 34 . Many a researcher suggested that behind the lack of these faculties in the structure of the university lay the fact that Jesuits considered the Academy a clerical school 35 . And there is no doubt that the Society of Jesus managed the university until the Order was dissolved. Thus, from the very beginning of its existence, the newly established Academy of Vilnius was a clerical school. Perhaps this is why, from the start, the helm of the university was entrusted to Jesuits. The first vice-chancellor from the Society of Jesus, Piotr Skarga, was an eminent preacher and a brilliant observer of the political life of Rzeczpospolita 36 . Certainly, behind the idea to establish the Academy of Vilnius rested both the need to fight against the infidels harassing Catholicism and the desire to possess the University which had such a great influence on intellectual life in the entire country and was the cradle of culture, science and education. Nonetheless, the willingness to educate the young in a Catholicspirited way does not constitute sufficient grounds for the reluctance to teach law and medicine on the part of the Society of Jesus. Therefore, it is difficult to fully agree with the opinion of J. Jaroszewicz that "the royal charter permitted the award of all academic degrees, that is, bachelors, masters and doctors of liberal arts, philosophy and theology, with the exclusion of civil law and medicine, on an explicit demand of Jesuits. Not only were both sciences considered (...) less important, as they were of no aid in the propagation of faith, but also inappropriate since, in accordance with canons and case conferences, they could not be lectured by clerics." 37 . The point of view expressed by S. Bednarski that "in principle, Jesuit universities had only three faculties, atrium, philosophy and theology, yet, still, they did not exclude the existence of law and medicine -provided that such faculties were run by lay professors and had their own foundations" 38 . Quoting the work by J. Załaszowski, Ius Regni Poloniae, A.Šidlauskas states that the Academy of Vilnius was refused the status of a university strictly because of the lack of medicine and law and inadequate number of chairs. He also quotes the remarks by Jan (Joanes) Preuschhoff -polemical with regard to Załaszowski's opinion (Universitas Vilnensis Jagiellonico-Batoreana, laurearum academicarum florida... Vilnae 1707), who tries to defend the Academy's right to obtain the status of a university 39 . It can be stated that Jesuits did not plan beforehand on cutting down the educational offer of the Academy. Thus, one cannot charge the authorities of the Society of Jesus with not taking into consideration the rank of the establishment which they founded and ran, since such deliberate strategy could deprive the academy the rights of a university 40 . Finally, the lack of the faculties of medicine and law within the structure of the Academy cannot be justified with preparatory actions aiming at the foundation, together with the Academy of Cracow, of one big clerical school 41 .
On the other hand, in his disquisitions to the letter by Mutio Vitelleschi -superior general of the Order, to Augustine Vivaldi -provincial superior, L. Piechnik refutes the conviction of the majority of historians concerning the Jesuits' reluctance to open the faculties of law and medicine 42 . Additionally, he points to differences in the wording of the Almae Matris foundation deeds, that is, of the royal and the papal documents 43 . Piechnik indicates that the privilege granted by King Stephen Báthory expressly refused the Academy the right to grant any academic degrees in law and medicine. Such ban was not mentioned in the papal bull, which permitted teaching not only theology, philosophy and liberal arts but also "what constitutes the subject of general university studies in Poland and in other Christian kingdoms" 44 .
It is possible that behind the lack of the legal and medical faculty at the newly-established university lay organizational factors. The Academy itself was not prepared to launch lectures on law and medicine. However, efforts were made in this scope.
Establishment of the Faculty of Law at the Academy of Vilnius
The efforts of many years' standing to establish the faculty of law were crowned with success in the 1640s. This was owing to the commitment and financial aid of the then vice-chancellor of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Kazimierz Lew Sapieha, who provided relevant funds 45 . On the basis of the privilege issued by King Ladislaus IV on October 11 th 1644, the faculty of law was opened with two chairs of canon law and two chairs of civil law 46 of the foundation documents, it was also decided to establish the faculty of medicine, but wars with Sweden affected organizational changes at the Vilnius Academy, which had to be postponed in time.
The foundation of the faculty of law dates back to 1644. It should be noted that the history of the faculty is older, as L. Piechnik stated referring to the manuscripts found and, in particular, to the chronicles of the college in Kroże 48 . In accordance with the manuscripts, first traces of the pursuits to establish the faculty of law were found in 1618 49 . Organizational discrepancies and, first of all, the location of the future faculties within the structure of the Academy of Vilnius lay behind the postponement of the organizational efforts inside the establishment.
In 1641, the attempts to expand the Almae Mater in Vilnius by the faculty of law were made again, as further development and extension of Academia Vilnensis was an important issue, which won the favour and approval of the contemporary 50 .
The proposal to open the faculty of law with two chairs of canon law and two chairs of civil (Roman) law was put forward by the then provincial superior of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Jan Jamiołkowski supported, first of all, by Jan Grużewki, the vice-chancellor of the Jesuit school of higher education 51 . 48 As Piechnik says, the documents were retrieved by P. Rabikauskas, a Lithuanian historian (Teisė ir medicina Vilniaus Akademijoje, Aidai 3 (1975) , p. 97-112) -L. Piechnik, op. cit., t. II, page 157. 49 The then Lithuanian vice-chancellor and the starost of Samogitia rolled into one, Hieronim Wołłowicz, decided to expand the Vilnius higher education establishment by two faculties: law and medicine. He presented his idea to the vice-chancellor of the Academy of Vilnius and to the superior general of the Order, Mutius Vitelleschi. The superior general of the Order proved to be highly cautious and distanced with regard to the implementation of the plan, although other Jesuits were very favourably inclined towards the idea of the vice-chancellor. The Order's superior did not question the need to expand the Academy by new faculties, but had organizational remarks concerning the project. In his organizational efforts, Hieronim Wołłowicz followed the example of the Jesuit university in Parma, within the structures of which new faculties were opened and the vice-chancellor of which was Augustine Vivaldi -provincial superior (in the years 1617-1618). The superior general, in fact, promoted the idea of complete separation of the chairs of law and medicine from the Academy; to support which he referred to the example of the university in Pont-à-Mousson. In his opinion, the accumulation of all faculties in one university could result in the violation of school discipline and order. Organizational efforts reached even further, as Michel Oritz from Spain, acting at the request of Eustachy Wołłowicz, the then provincial superior, elaborated the conditions of founding the new faculty of law. The document, once amended, was approved by the superior general of the Order, Mutius Vitelleschi. In 1622 Jan Grużewski, the vice-chancellor of the Jesuit university, received from the superior general of the Order a plan of the foundation, organization and studies of the university in Pont-à-Mousson, together with a directive to introduce a similar structure for the new organizational units in the Academy. Firstly, the authorities of the Academy turned to the king for the new privilege, finally granted by Ladislaus IV in October 1641. Secondly, the initiators of the foundation of the faculty applied for relevant financial security of the new faculties. The foundation of the chairs lay with the already mentioned court marshal, Kazimierz Lew Sapieha.
The Chair of Roman Law and its Employees
In this way, almost all conditions necessary for the opening of the new chair were satisfied. The last issue yet to be resolved was who was going to teach at the faculty. The list of Roman (civil) law professors at the Academy of Vilnius is difficult to reconstruct and requires further detailed research 52 . It is known that, owing to the efforts by Sapieha, two Jesuit professors were brought to Vilnius from the university in Ingolstadt, namely: Szymon Dilger -to teach civil law (i.e. Roman law) and Jan Jerzy Schauer -to hold lectures on canon law 53 . Both were German by descent 54 . That it was a momentous phenomenon for the academic circles can be proved by their ceremonial welcome 55 and that the second civil law chair was filled by him as well. Also Jan Świder-ski is assumed to have been connected with the civil law chair 59 . Perhaps he was a candidate for the post of a professor at the Academy of Vilnius 60 . Roman law was lectured in the Academy of Vilnius unstoppably until 1655. The year constituted a peculiar censorship in the history of the Almae Mater. The plans of further development of the university were thwarted by the Deluge, which turned the promising University into ruin; the faculty of law burst into flames and its entire property was robbed by Cossack and Russian armies 61 . In accordance with assumptions put forward in the literature on the subject, the period of stagnation in the operation of the faculty of law after the defeats in the 18th-century wars lasted until 1760. Under the reign of King John Casimir, civil law was not lectured at the Academy of Vilnius and lectures on canon law were moved to the faculty of theology 62 . 
(I express my consent for awarding doctorates at the faculties of civil and church law to extra-mural students as well). The provincial added: "inteligendum de iis, qui se experimentis probaverint dignos" [this applies to those who prove to be worth it during the exams]).
It should be added that theses on civil law were uninterruptedly defended each year until 1760 (I. Petrauskienė, Vilniaus Akademijos Spaustuve 1575-1773, Vilnius 1976, page 215 et seq.). Therefore, there are good reasons to believe that lectures on the subject were held as well. The lack of specific names may prove, on the one hand, that professors had several doctoral titles and it is difficult to determine what they did as lecturers or, on the other hand, that the function might have been performed by people who were not connected with Jesuits and did not do anything great for the history of Vilnius or, at least, for the Academy. 63 S. Bednarski, op. cit., page 292. 64 There is not much information about him. He enjoyed general respect and recognition (J. Bieliński In 1759, civil law was lectured in Vilnius by the royal secretary, Antoni Ostoja Zagórski 73 . However, he did not hold the office for long since he was dismissed in an atmosphere of intrigues, which he initiated himself. He was replaced in 1761 by two professors: Kozaryn (about whom information is skimpy) and the attorney of the Vilnius consistory, Andrzej Wieczorkowski 74 . Kozaryn worked for a year only and was replaced by a cathedral master of celebration and vice-regent (becoming regent in 1764) of the Diocesan Seminary, Augustyn Dąbrowski (Dombrowski) 75 . Theoretically, he held the office in the chair until 1764, when the last civil law lecturer before the great reform of the Academy, Paweł Meier (Majer), appeared 76 . The term "theoretically" is by no means accidental here because, by the time mentioned, both scholars exchanged in giving lectures on civil law 77 . Paweł Meier kept the post until 1771. When he resigned, lectures on civil law were abandoned. It was a long break, lasting ten years. In the meantime, many changes were introduced in education: the Jesuit Order was dissolved and the Commission of National Education was set up. It was a harbinger of a thorough reform and great transformations, including in the system of education of the Almae Matris. The Academy of Vilnius returned to the arena of academic and cultural life with new enthusiasm in 1781, as the Principal School of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Its vicechancellor was Marcin Poczobut. Between 1803 and 1832, the school existed as the Imperial University of Vilnius 78 . In the opinion of L. Janowski, there was no major difference between the Principal School and the later Imperial law on September 16 th 1760. In his speech, held in 1761: "The speaker about the goodness, the need and the usefulness of jurisprudence" he emphasised the significance of Roman law for almost the entire human nation, [as] the law collected from the oldest wisdom of all ages and times, which aims to eradicate churlishness and bind opinions, thoughts and hearts with a single knot ("całego prawie narodu ludzkiego z jak najstarodawniejszej wszystkich wieków i czasów mądrości zebranym jest prawem dla wykorzenienia grubiaństwa oraz dla zjednoczenia w jedno jednym niby węzłem wszystkie wszystkich narodów zdania, myśli i serca") -quotation from J. Sondel, Ze studiów nad prawem rzymskim w Polsce w okresie Oświecenia, Warszawa-Kraków 1988, page 56. The preface with which he used to inaugurate his lectures (O zacności, potrzebie i pożytku jurysprudencji) was published by his students: Jerzy andi Ignacy Zubowski 21.VII.1761 roku -See: J. Bieliński, op. cit., t. III, page 360. Por. J. Łukaszewicz, op. cit., t. IV, page 27; L. Piechnik, op. cit., t. III, pages 62-63.
University 79 . The University was a continuation of the School and a new name was by no means a revolution. A proof here can be the number of professors. S. Bednarski abides by and extends the statement of L. Janowski in this scope 80 . The Principal School was a continuator of the Jesuit Academy and its activity was based on the foundation laid by Jesuits.
Academic Works on Roman Law
The traces left constitute evidence of reliable academic work of all professors. Aaron Aleksander Olizarowski published a treatise entitled Assertiones ex Iurisprudentia in 1647, approved by the vice-chancellor of the Academy, Benedict de Soxo and the dean of the faculty of law, Szymon Dilger. Later, in 1651, he published in Gdańsk the work of his life: De politica hominum societatesystematic lecture on the society and the country 81 . Students also wrote dissertations under the supervision of the aforementioned professors. The figure of André Marquart should be mentioned here, who was granted a doctorate in 1647 for his thesis: Dissertatio juridica e jure canonico, civili et Regio Poloniae MD Lithuaniae nec non saxonicco et municipali Magdeburgensi dicisa, devoted to inheritance law, written under the supervision of Jan Schauer 82 . In 1650, yet another dissertation was published in the University printing house, this time devoted to civil law. The dissertation by Jan Marquart, De damno injuriae, was written under the auspices of Szymon Dilger 83 .
What is also worth mentioning is the dissertation by Benedict de Soxovice-chancellor of the Academy, targeted at young people studying law and entitled: Claves juris Accademicis Vilnensibus... porrectae, published in 1648 84 . In four chapters, the author presents definitions, types of law, sources of Roman law, canon law and local law. The work contains analyses of the bases of natural and positive law: canon, civil Roman law and the law of Rzeczpospolita. It is known for sure that Benedict de Soxo did not teach Roman law, however, as the vice-chancellor, he was strongly connected with the faculty of law 85 .
Doctorate of Laws (utriusque iuris) at the Academy of Vilnius
The title of doctorate was the crowning achievement in legal education. Following the example of other universities, the Academy of Vilnius granted a combined title of doctor "of laws": civil law and canon law 86 . However, Academia Vilnensis constituted an exception to the rule among Polish university since, next to the doctorate of laws degree, it also awarded doctorates in canon law only 87 . Presumably, no civil law doctorates were granted at the Academy of Vilnius and graduates in civil law could only obtain the bachelor's degree 88 .
Doctorates could be applied for by future professors of law in the first place 89 . The titles were also granted to high church dignitaries who held public offices 90 91 . In the Academy of Vilnius, just like in other universities, the right to grant academic degrees and promote its own doctors was the most significant privilege of the rank. Owing to the privilege, the university was granted prerogatives which made it equal with other schools of higher education of the Christian world 92 . Academia Vilnensis vaunted the right starting in 1641, which was several dozen years after the foundation of the Almae Mater in Vilnius. Although, pursuant to the papal bull of pope Gregory XIII dated October 29 th 1579, the Academy was granted the right to promote doctors of philosophy, theology, law and medicine 93 , still, the use of the right bestowed needed to be confirmed by the king 94 . It was only King Ladislaus IV who, in October 1641, issued a relevant privilege to the Almae Mater in Vilnius, authorizing it to promote doctors of law and medicine as, pursuant to the privilege issued by King Stephen Báthory on July 7 th 1578, the university had no such right 95 . All in all, between 1583 and 1781, 36 canon and civil law doctorates or bachelor's degrees were granted at the Academy of Vilnius and 113 degrees in canon law 96 .
of the June Calends, the title of a utriusque iuris doctor was granted in the Academy of Vilnius to Stefan Giedroyć, Suffragan Bishop for Belarus. On the 17 th day of the January Calends, the same title was granted to Michał Chomicki, Suffragan Bishop for Samogitia and on April Nones -to Jan Józef Wawrzecki, vicepraefectus Orsensis. Until the end of its existence, Academia Vilnensis promoted numerous church dignitaries. In December 1769, Józef Leon Łopaciński, cathedral canon in Miedniki, later Bishop, was granted the title of a utriusque iuris doctor and in February 1772, Józef Kossakowski, prelate guardian of the Vilnius Cathedral. Among other persons promoted in 1773 were: Paweł Ksawery Brzostowski -notarius MDL supremus (July) and Jerzy Polubiński -canon of the Vilnius Cathedral (November). In 1774, titles of a utriusque iuris doctor were granted to: Józef Korsak -canon of the Smolensk Cathedral (April) and Sebastian Jankowski -prelate of the Samogitia Cathedral (June). In January 1776, the tile was awarded to Józef Rogaliński -vice-chancellor of the Academy of Poznań. On January 23 rd 1778, Adam Koscis, praelatus
The award of the combined title of a Doctor of Laws: civil law and canon law, was preceded by a complicated promotional procedure. The ceremonies looked similar to those at other universities 97 . However, in the Academy of Vilnius, usually modest promotions were organized, called privatum 98 -which might have been due to the religious nature of the university.
Substance of Lectures on Roman Law
The content of lectures on Roman Law can be reconstructed from the work of a professor of law and outstanding educator, Jakub Staszewski. He wrote an introduction to canon and civil (Roman) law for beginner students of law and published it under the title: 99 . Aliquid iuris is an important source for those who wish to learn the curricula of Roman and canon law lectures. Not only did Staszewski teach how to quote and decipher abbreviations while referring to other works, but also explained peculiar expressions and basic legal terms. Further in the text of his introduction, he discussed Roman civil law. He emphasized that of the five parts of the work (Institutiones; Digestum; Codex; Authenticum; Libri Feudorum), the first one: Institutiones seu Inof the Jesuit Order in 1773. It was probably reconstructed after 1650 on the basis of fragmentary sources, as the original manuscript was lost during the wars of the mid-17 th century. Entries in the book were made by the secretary of the university, who, apart from the date of the award of the academic degree and personal data, also inserted information about the activity (academic, church, pedagogical etc.) of the person promoted. It is probably owing to the secretary that the reconstruction of the document concerning the award of the academic titles by the Academy until mid-17th century was possible. Nevertheless, the document does not include names of all the persons promoted. The gaps probably concern the 16 th and the first half of the 17 th centuryas follows from the remarks of the author of Laurae Academicae: "Multorum scire nomina non potui; quos e variis scriptis collectis habere potui, hic oblivioni eripere volui" ("Wielu nazwisk nie mogłem poznać. Te, które mogłem zebrać z różnych pism, chciałem uchronić od zapomnienia" -translation into Polish by L. Piechnik, op. cit., t. II, page 186) (I was unable to get to all the names. The ones I collected from numerous letters, I wished to rescue from oblivion). In the opinion of L. Piechnik, the document, currently stored in the Library of the University in Vilnius (rkps F2 DC1), constitutes the basic source of information within the scope of study aids in the Academy -L. Piechnik, op. cit., t. II, page 185. The list of persons promoted presented by R. Plečkaitis was based on the said document (Stopnie naukowe..., page stituta Iustiniani was basically taught at the Academy. Nonetheless, he briefly described the remaining four as well as their relation to Institutiones. It should be noted that the work by Staszewski, who lectured law at the Academy for 14 years, was an excellent -concise and transparent -introduction to legal sciences.
The lecturer of civil law also paid attention to the principles of common law and statute law applicable in Poland, that is, the land law of the gentry; city privileges stemming from German law as well as the statutes of districts and feudal duchies. At the core of the lectures on Roman law lay the Institutiones of Justinian I 100 . As suggested by the majority of copies of the work at the academic library, the work was the basic reading of the students of law. Beyond doubt, much richer in content was the collection of the specialist library of the professor of the subject, which he had in his flat. Among the works collected by him were: Digestum Vetus Justiniani; Digestum Novum Justiniani; by Paulus Castrensis, Jus civile -6 copies; Codex Theodosianus, and (when it comes to commentators of the Justinian's Institutiones) Consilia by the famous lawyer, Baldi de Baldis (1319-1400).
When it comes to dictionaries, there was the Encyklopedia juris universi 
Final Remarks
The University of Vilnius became a multi-national school, a magnet that attracted both enlightened minds and famous professors from almost all over Europe, and crowds of young Lithuanians, Poles, Belarusians, Ukrainians and Latvians willing to study within its confines. The University enjoyed respect and recognition across Europe, rivalling the best European schools of the type. Following its establishment, the University experienced changing fortunes. The times of glory and bloom intertwined with moments of crises and historical storms, the school stuck by Rzeczpospolita through thick and thin and came through countless ups and downs, ending and restarting its activity many a time.
The presence of Roman law at the Academy of Vilnius and in its circles provokes the opinion that discipline was an important element of the academic life of the then circles. Although Moroz was the only specialist in Romance studies at the Academy / University, Roman law played a significant role in educating lawyers.
